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Walks and rides
Explore your city.
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	CyclingJoin thousands of Sydneysiders who get around by bike each day.


	Walks and rides
Self-guided ridesTake in the sights and explore your city by bike on one of these inner Sydney adventures.
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Download free: Sydney Culture Walks app
Discover new neighbourhoods while learning about Sydney’s fascinating history, stunning architecture and the stories behind the city’s most loved public artworks.






Historical walking tours
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History
Barani/Barrabugu (Yesterday/Tomorrow) walking tourPublished 20 October 2017
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History
History walksPublished 23 April 2018
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History
Rock and Roll Walks of Fame ‘n’ ShamePublished 23 April 2018
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The City of Sydney acknowledges the Gadigal of the Eora nation as the Traditional Custodians of our local area
See how we are taking action to support and recognise Sydney’s First Nations communities.







